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The growing kidney disease population is a major challenge in the aging society. To keep the 
progression and improvement of clinical nephrology, academic, industrial, and clinical domains 
should work integrally. The demand becomes more true with the rocket surge of information and 
communication technology (ICT). Taiwan owns one of the best ICT industry in the world. It is vital 
important to re-define the nephrology in this accelerated changing healthcare environment. Digital 
transformation of nephrology is an unavoidable trend in future nephrology. 
Clinical data, without doubt, is the most fundamental part of the future nephrology. Tons of clinical 
data was generated every second.  Grooming all these data into appropriate location is one the 
major challenge for the data scientist. The unwinded data would provide a platform for touching 
digital experience, friendly digital working environment for medical personnels, and humanized 
digital administration/research for leader/researcher. Digitalization is the first key word to link the 
future nephrology. 
Precision medicine is a popular term recently. Every human being is different in many aspects. 
Personalized healthcare is the core value of the precision medicine. Preventive measurements could 
be instituted before the disease with the help of digitalization of medical data. We are aiming not 
only prediction, but creation of new healthcare models. The second element of future nephrology is 
precision. 
Traditional medicine targeted on curing the disease. Parallel with rapid progress of biological 
science, regenerative medicine becomes one of the highlight in medical science. The paradigm 
shifts from defensive medicine to repairing intervention. The third component to link the future 
nephrology is regenerative medicine. 
How we cope with the catalytic alteration post COVID to link the future nephrology is our common 
subject for academic, industrial, and medical domains in Taiwan. Focusing on digitalization, 
precision, and regeneration would be urgent in every nephrology department with the collaboration 
with academics and industry in Taiwan. We believe that we are stronger together to link the future 
nephrology. 


